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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes phone modelling improvements t o  the 

hybrid ronnectionist-hidden Markov model speech recog- 
nition system developed a t  Cambridge University. These 
improvements are applied to phone recognition from the 
TIMIT task and word recognition from the Wall Street 
Journal (WSJ) task. A recurrent net is used to map acous- 
tic vectors t o  posterior probabilities of phone classes. The 
maximum likelihood phone or word string is then extracted 
using Markov models. The paper describes three improve- 
ments: ronnectionist model merging; explicit. presentation 
of acoustic context; and improved duration modelling. The 
first is shown to provide a significant improvement in the 
TIMIT phone recognition rate and all three provide an im- 
provement in the WSJ word recognition rate. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many state-of-the-art speech recognition systems model 
phones or phone-like units as the basic linguistic compo- 
nent. This is necessary because the vocabulary size of cur- 
rent systems make full word modelling very difficult, if not 
impossible. Word recognition is performed by constructing 
word models from the basic phone models. Because the 
word models and, subsequently, word recognition perfor- 
mance depend on the phone models, it is very important t o  
develop good phone models [l]. This paper describes phone 
modelling improvements made to  a hybrid connectionist- 
hidden Markov model (HMM) speech recognition system. 
The improved system is evaluated on the TIMIT phone 
recognition and Wall Street .Journal (WSJ) word recogni- 
tion tasks. 

The speech recognition system uses a recarrent network 
to map each frame of acoustic vectors t o  posterior phone 
probabilities. The network outputs are used as estimates of 
the observation probabilities within an HMM framework. 
The maximum likelihood phone or word string is then ex- 
tracted using standard decoding techniques. A more com- 
plete description of the basic system can be found in [ a ,  3,4].  

This approach to  speech recognition has proven to  be very 
successful. Recent modifications to  the original baseline sys- 
tem have resulted in still better recognition performance. 
The TIMIT results obtained with the updated system are 
the best report,ed to date. The WSJ results recently sub- 
mitted for the November 93 evaluation are competitive with 
state-of-the-art HMM speech recognition systems. This pa- 
per reports on three improvements made 1.0 the original 
system. The iniprovements include: 

The incorporation of explicit context in the input rep- 
resentation to the network. 

The merging of different networks to  improve the esti- 

The use of phone duration models t o  augment the con- 

mate of the posterior phone probabilities. 

nectionist framework. 

2. RECOGNITION TASKS 

Whilst there arr' applications for phone recognition alone, 
the main reason for developing a good acoustic modelling 
system is to improve word recognition accuracy. In [I], 
phone recognition performance has been shown to be an in- 
dicator of word recognition performance. However, a high 
performance word recognition system requires accurate esti- 
mates of the probabilities of all phones, while a phone recog- 
nition system can achieve good performance through accu- 
rate classification. Hence the system is evaluated on both 
the TIMIT phone recognition task and the WSJ word recog- 
nition t a sk .  (The full recognition systems for the TIMIT 
and WS.J tasks are referred to as IPA and ABBOT, respec- 
tively.) 

2.1. TIMIT 
'TIMIT is one of the standard speech c,orpora for the eval- 
uation of phone recognition systems. It is divided into 462 
training speakers and 168 test speakers. Each speaker utters 
two calibration sentences and eight sentences that are used 
in these evaluations, giving a training set of 3696 sentences 
;and 1344 test sentences. A summary of current results on 
this task can be found in [4]. The t a sk  chosen for this paper 
was to  recognise the full set, of 61 symbols, although there 
<are good grounds for omitting the sentence: initial and sen- 
tence final silences. 

I t  should be noted that the TIMIT task has been in- 
vestigated for several years, so there is a possibility that 
recognition systems are becoming indirect,ly tuned to the 
test set. However, TIMIT still represents a very worthwhile 
task. The error rates are such that considerable progress is 
required before systems are substantially over-tuned to  the 
task. 

2.2. WSJ 
The Wall Street .Journal is t.he current NISTiARPA large 
vocabulary recognition task. The training data  used was 
(.he short-term speakers from the WSJO corpus consisting 
of 84 speakers uttering a total of 7,200 sentences. Results 
for the hybrid system were obtained for the November 1992 
jsi-evl5.nvp) and November 1993 (h2-cl) NIST/ARPA eval- 
uation test sets. These tests have a closed 5,000 word, 
non-verbalized pronunciation vocabulary. The results were 
obtained using the standard bigram language model devel- 
oped a t  MIT Lincoln Laboratory [5] and the pronunciation 
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lexicon provided hy Dragon Systems [ 5 ] .  There are 330 ut- 
terances from eight speakers in the Novernber 92 test set 
and 215 utterances from ten speakers in the November 93 
test set. The November 93 results were submitted to  NIST 
as part of the official evaluation. At the time of writing, the 
adjudication period was still in force so the results should 
be treated ias preliminary 

3. DEFINITION BASELINE SYSTEM 
The basic acoustic modelling system is illustrated in figure 1 
and fully described in (41. At, each 16ms frame, an acoustic 
vector, u(t), is presented at t,he input t o  the network along 
with the current state, xif). These two vectors are passed 
through a standard single layer, feed-forward network to  
give the ont,put vector, y( t  - 4), and the next state vector, 
x(t + 1) .  The output vector represents the posterior prob- 
ability of each of the phone classes and is delayed by four 
frames to allow for forward acoustic context. The state vec- 
tor provides the mechanism for modelling context and the 
dynamics of the acoustic signal. 

Input 
Representation 
Single Frame 
Multiframe 
Derivatives Figure 1. The recurrent net used for phone probability estima- 

tion. 
This network is trained by back-propagation through 

time (details may he found in [4]). The dynamics of the 
training algorithm are quite sensit.ive to the interval over 
which the gradient vector is accumulated before changing 
the weights in the network. Experience indicates that bet- 
ter parameter values are found by decreasing this interval. 
If, however, the interval is made too small, the network fails 
t o  converge. The results in this paper are for the smallest 
update interval value that, was found to he st,able, although 
sometimes It was not possiblc to  make an exhaustive search 
of all possible intervals. 

4. ACOUSTIC FEATURE REPRESENTATION 
The baseline system accepts one franie of acoustic features 
at every time step. An evaluation of different acoustic 
features was performed and two approaches gave approx- 
imately equal perforniance 131. The two t.ypes of acoustic 
features uwd in this paper are: 

MEL+ a 20 cha.nnel nlel-scaled filter bank with voicing 

PLP 12th order perceptual linear prediction [6] 

Most HMM-based syst.enis augment the feature vector 
with the first and sometimes second order differences / tem- 
poral derivatives in order to bett.er incorporate acoustic 
context. It. is possible for t.he recurrent net structure to 
internally compute time derivatives of the acoustic vectors 

features [2], 

Error % 
T M I T  N ov92 Nov93 

30.7 12.3 17.5 
n/a 11.0 16.5 
30.5 n/a  n/a  

5. CONNECTIONIST MODEL COMBINATION 
Connectionist model combination refers to the process of 
merging the outputs of two or more networks. Recent work 
in merging decision trees [7] and connectionist networks [a] 
has indicated that combining a set of models will produce a 
higher performance system compared with simply choosing 
the best single model. In the experiments performed here, 
a linear combination of the network outputs is performed Lo 
generate the merged output. In each experiment, all mod- 
els were weighted equally. This is optimal in the case where 
the single networks perform equally well in isolation and the 
errors are independent of the acoustic information. More re- 
search into different weighting schemes and non-linear coni- 
binations of the networks is planned for the future. 

The original motivation for model merging with the hy- 
brid system came from analysis of the recurrent network. 
Unlike a standard HMM, the recurrent net structure is time 
asymmetric. Training a network to recognise forward in 
time will result in different dynamics than training to recog- 
nise backwards in time. As different informat,ion is available 
to  bot,h processes, it seems reasonable that  better modelling 
can he achieved by combining both information sources. 
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Model correct 
forward 72.7% 
backward 72.9% 
combined 74.2%) 

Table 2.  Conectionist model merging for the T I M I T  task. 

The same approach was also taken for the WSJ tasks. 
In addition, networks trained with different input features 
were also merged with forward and backward representa- 
tions. As in the TIMIT case, the distribution of errors are 
different between the different acoustic feature representa- 
tions. Table 3 shows the merging results on the WSJ tests. 
Here both the MEL+ and PLP acoustic vectors are used. 
In this case the word error drops by 16% for three times as 
many parameters. 

I II W n r A  Rrrnr % I 

insert. subst. delet. errors 
3.4% 21.1% 6.2% 30.7% 
3.7% 21.0% 6.1% 30.8% 
2.6% 19.2% 6.6% 28.4% 

Model Type 

Forward PLP 10.8 16.7 
Backward PLP 11 11.2 ~ 15.5 I 

I__-_ ,y 

Nov92 I Nov93 

Forward PLP 
Backward PLP 
f-MEL+ & f-PLP 
f-MEL+ & b-PLt’ 14.0 
f-PLP & b-PLP 

Table 3. 
siLevl5 nvp and W S J  November 93 h2-cl tasks. 

Model merging results for the W S J  November 92 

6. DURATION MODELLING 

The original hybrid system employed a single state in the 
Markov chain for each of the modeled phones. Although 
this has been effective for previous phone classification ex- 
periments, the resulting model of phone duration is re- 
stricted to a simple, geometric distribution. By expanding 
the underlying phone model from a single state to multiple 
states with tied-output probability estimates, it is possible 
1.0 obtain more sophisticated distributions on phone dura- 
t.ion. A simple form of this approach has been employed in a 
word recognition systeni where pseudo-Poisson and shifted 
exponential distributions have been used to  model phone 
duration. 

It is also possible to incorporate a more sophisticated du- 
ration distribution into the phone models. Work by Crystal 
and House has shown that the duration distribution of a 
variety of phonetic segments can be closely modeled with 
an HMM [9]. In this HMM, the obsrrvation distributions 
are known and only the Markov process parameters need 
1.0 be estimated. Phonc duration is modeled by replacing 
1.he single state wit,h the Markov chain from the HMM. The 
acoustic model of t,he phone is then tied across all the states. 
A diagram of the process of mapping the single-state phone 
model t o  the more complex duration model is shown in 
figure 2.  By using a first-order Markov chain with a left- 
I.0-right transition structure (as shown in the figure), the 

resulting duration models will have a gamma-like distribu- 
t.ion. The process of generating a duration distribution can 
be described as follows: 

1. Generate the duration distribution for each phone from 

2. Train an HhlM to model the duration distribution, 

3. Insert the phone duration HMM into the hybrid sys- 

labeled data, 

tem. 

This process is used t,o model a variety of distributions. 
The distributions evaluated for this paper include: 

Single State: Baseline duration model. 

Shifted Exponential: Similar t o  single state duration 
model except a minimum duration is enforced. 

Psuedo-Poisson: This is a left-to-right Markov chain with 
no skips where the number of states is l / 2  the average 
duration and all transition probabilities are 0.5.  

Poisson: A Poisson distribution is approximated by a 
Markov chain estimated as an HMM. 

Gamma: A gamma distribution is approximated by a 
Markov chain estimated as an HMM. The parameters 
of the gamma are estimated using the method of mo- 
ments. 

3 Gamma: A three parameter gamma distribution is ap- 
proximated by a Markov chain estimated as an HMM. 
The shift parameter is estimated as the minimum du- 
ration. 

These phone duration distributions were evaluated on the 
TIMIT and Wall Street Journal November 9 3  Hub 2 tasks 
and the results are shown in Table 4 .  

Duration Model 

Table 4. DifFerent phone duration models evaluated on the 
TIMIT and WSJ November 93 Hub 2 tasks. TIMIT results 
are phone error rates and WSJ results are word error rates. 
The notes indicate the following: (i) 10% of training data 
with duration less than minimum duration and (ii) variance 
scaled by 0.5. 

The results in the table indicate that duration modelling 
has a relatively minor effect on phone recognition rates. 
The differences over phone recognition performance is mi- 
nor. In fact, most of the difference are probably attributable 
to  differences in the insertion-deletion ratios. These can 
be “twiddled” (e.g., scale the language model) to pick-up 
0.2%. On the other hand, phone duration modelling has a 
substantial effect on word recognition accuracy. 
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observation tied observation tied 
-~ - - 

Figure 2. Mapping of single-state phone model to multi-state duration model. 

7. C O N C L U S I O N  
This paper lias presented several improvements to phone 
modelling with applications to both phone recognition and 
large vocabulary recognition. The improvements are sum- 
marised as follows: 

e Adding explicit contextual information to the input 
representation reduced the error rate by 10% on the 
WSJ task. The effect on phone recognition results were 
not so dramatic. 
Combining the outputs of models wit,h different in- 
put representations (i.e.. time-reversed, different fea- 
ture extraction method) improved the TIMIT and the 
WSJ error rates by 8% to 25%. 

e Augmenting the recurrent network with more sophis- 
ticated duration models provides a little improvement 
on the ‘TIMIT task but 25% fewer errors on the WSJ 
task. 

One of thc main observations resulting from this work 
is the effect of phone modelling on phone recognition and 
word recognition results. The relative improvements seen 
on TIMIT and WSJ have highlighted the differences be- 
tween the two tasks. In the case of combining models, both 
the TIMIT and WSJ tests realised substantial reductions in 
error rate through improved phone classification of the in- 
dividual frames. Because the TIMIT task is nearly a phone 
classification task, the improved frame classification results 
in better phone recognition. The 
sults in a smoothing of i.hc frame p 
with the word recognii.ion task. 

In the case of context and duration modelling, the fo- 
ciis of the improvements was on the capturing of phone 
information over time. This should certainly improve the 
word modelling capability because it reduces the likelihood 
of phone sequences with arbitrary durations and contexts. 
On the other hand, neither should really help much with 
the frame classification problem and this is reflected in the 
relatively minor improvements on the TIMIT ta sk .  

As a final point, the hybrid connectionist-HMM approach 
continues to show great promise as an alternative to tradi- 
tional HMM-based methods. The TIMIT results are the 
best reported results known to  the authors. The Wall 
Street Journal results, although not the best. are competi- 
tive with state-of-the-art sperch recognition systems. Even 
when three models are merged the system still only has 
330,000 parameters, which is far fewer than HMM systems 
with similar performance. 
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